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1: Converting unit rates worksheet
Unit Rate Word Problem Worksheet 2 (Decimal Quotients) - This 13 problem worksheet features word problems where
you will calculate the unit rate for everyday situations like "meters per second" and "miles per hour". Integers are given in
the problem, but most of the rates will require decimal quotients.

Three maps showing three different scales. You are working with a map that has a fractional scale of 1: See if
you can determine solutions to the following problems that geologists face when working with maps. You are
hiking to a field area and measure the length of the trail as Hide This is actually a two step conversion
problem. First you have to convert your map measurements to measurements on the ground. Then you can
convert to units that you understand. First, think about what you have It may help to think about inches on the
map and inches on the ground as different units. To begin, write the fractional scale as a fraction with the
distance on the ground on top since that is what we want to ultimately end up with. You have just calculated
how many inches you have to cover on the trail. Next, we have to write these conversion factors as fractions.
Then we can cancel units. Do we end up with miles? And when we clear fractions: We find that our hike will
be 7 miles! Once you get to your field area, you are going to create a geologic map of that area. You have a
mechanical pencil that has a lead that is 0. The smallest feature you can map will be something that is 0. How
wide in m can that feature be? Hide This, like 3. First, think about what you know 0. It may help to think
about mm on the map and mm on the ground as different units. You have just calculated how many
millimeters thick a feature can be. Finally, cancel the appropriate units mm in this case and multiply across the
top and bottom. You can map any feature wider than 7. Hide The cool thing about the metric system is that it
is based in the number This means that conversions within the metric system involve moving zeros around. It
also means that when doing calculations, many times you can cancel out zeros. How does this work? Zeros
can only be canceled if they occur on the top and bottom of a fraction. In the problem above, you can cancel
two zeros on either side of the fraction: Note that the calculation then becomes 72 divided by Most of us can
easily divide by 10, making this calculation much easier. In fact, when you get to that point, you may not even
need a calculator. Keep this in mind as you do calculations! Now you have an idea of the size of features that
can be drawn on your map. Convert your answer in problem 3.
2: Rates and Unit Rates Worksheets with Word Problems
A standard unit rate problem, price problem, and what would be complete without a speed problem. Guided Lesson
Explanation -I start using visible ratios in favor of standard proportions this is the grade level to do that at.

3: Unit Conversions Practice Problems
These free unit rate worksheets will help develop mastery of unit rates. You will learn to work with unit rates in graphs,
tables, and word problems. Each math worksheet is accompanied by an answer key, is printable, and can be
customized to fit your needs.

4: Rate problems (practice) | Intro to rates | Khan Academy
Unit Rate Worksheets with Word Problems Constant of Proportionality Solving Proportions Ratio Ratio Word Problems
See all Proportions Help students to heighten their logical reasoning with this batch of meticulously drafted unit-rate
worksheets.

5: Unit Rate Problems Worksheets - Lesson Worksheets
Unit Rate. Showing top 8 worksheets in the category - Unit Rate. Some of the worksheets displayed are P 7 unit rates,
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Find the unit rates 6th grade ratio work, Gr6 8 savvy shopping unit pricing work student version, Ratios and unit rates 2,
Work 1 3 unit rates comparisons, Ratio and rates, Converting units of measure, Lesson best buy activity.

6: Unit Rate Word Problem Worksheets | Math Worksheets
Some of the worksheets displayed are P 7 unit rates, Find the unit rates 6th grade ratio work, Lesson 4 problem solving
solving word problems using unit, Word problems rates 1 directions rate, Answer each question and round your answer
to the nearest, Nat 03, Unit 9 grade 7 ratio and rate, Unit rates.

7: Unit Rate Problems | Algebra Seventh Grade Math Internet4Classrooms
Rates and Unit Rates Worksheets This worksheet will produce problems where the students must write rates and unit
rates from word phrases. Language for the Ratio Worksheet.

8: Unit Rates Worksheet - Practice with Math Games
Unit Rates with Speed and Price - Independent Practice Worksheet Complete all the problems. Solve using unit rates. 1.
Sam can prepare 20 wall paintings in four weeks.

9: Ratio Worksheets | Rates and Unit Rates Worksheets
Each worksheet has 15 problems find the ratio and unit rate of a scenario.
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